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Beetz: Robert Graves: Multiple Narratives

ROBERT GRAVE'S DILEMMA OF THE
STOBYTELLER: MULTIPLE NARRATIVES IN "THE
SHOUT"

Kirk H. Beetz
Davis California
The three dominant narrative stands in "The Shout" focus on three
characters in the short story. The first focuses on the narrator, who
"frames" the story by telling of his experiences at a cricket match, and
who retells the tale told him by Charles Crossley, an inmate at
asylum for the insane. The second narrative stand focuses on Crossley,
who tells of his experiences with Richard and Rachel, a married couple
he describes as "a pleasant, loving pair of fools" (29),1 The third stand
focuses on Richard. Crossley tells his tale in the third person—not at
first letting on that he is the Charles of the story—and he makes
Richard the protagonist. Each of these narratives is complicated by
three elements: reality, magic, and madness. These elements have
narrative lines of their own and interweave the three principal narratives,
creating uncertainty throughout, because any given event may be
objectively real, a magical creation, or a delusion of any of the
characters, Th ambiguity is central to the story's eerie and unsettling
tone and to the development of its main theme: the dilemma of the e
man. which
than
eller.
is is
is man
is
is
him
The first narrator, hereinafter referred to as he "Narrator" to
distinguish him from Crossley, a cricket player who has injured a
finger and therefore acting as the score keeper for his team while it
plays a team from an insane asylum. At first, the frame narrative
seems to serve no other purpose
to place Crossley's bizarre tale in
context, The Narrator recounts the information that the asylum's chief
medical officer gives him: "Crossley the most intelligent man in the
asylum," says the doctor, "a wide reader, a first-class chess-player, and
so on. He seems to have travelled all over tire world. He's been sent
here for delusions. His most serious delusion that he's a murderer,
and his story is that he killed two men and a woman at Sydney,
Australia, The other delusion,
is more humorous that his soul
split in pieces—whatever that means" (11), In the opening of "The
Shout," the Narrator establishes a matter-of-fact tone and seems an
ordinary, levelheaded
His own description of Crossley has an
understated tone: "Crossley, a big
of forty or fifty," he says, "had
a queer, not unpleasant face. But I felt a little uncomfortable, sitting
next to
in h scoring box, his black-whiskered hands so close to
mine, I had no fear of physical violence, only the sense of being in the
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presence of a man of unusual force, even perhaps, it somehow came to
of occult powers” (11).
The conclusion of “The Shout” changes the Narrator from observer
to participant. Unwilling to believe Crossley’s fantastic tale, he
nonetheless has been so absorbed in it that he “had not noticed the
immense bank of black cloud that swam up until it spread across the
whole sky” (29). The bad
of
weather has a magical effect, and
the world becomes mad: “One tall young man...pulled all his clothes
off and ran about stark naked. Outside the scoring box an old
with
a beard began to pray to the thunder: Bah! Bah! Bah!” (29). When
Crossley shows signs of losing control of himself, the Narrator speaks
to him on his own terms, as if accepting Crossley’s tale as true: “Be a
man, remember you’re Crossley. You’re a match for a dozen Richards.
You played a game and lost, because Richard had the luck; but you still
have the shout” (29). The Narrator confesses that “I was feeling rather
mad myself’ (29). By the end of “The Shout,” the Narrator has become
absorbed into the story’s ambiguities. Crossley and the doctor engage
in a shoving match; in fear, the Narrator “put my fingers to my ears and
ran out of the scoring box.” Then “lightning struck Crossley and the
doctor dead” (30). Yet, the Narrator notes, “Crossley’s body was found
rigid, the doctor’s was crouched in a corner, his hands to his ears.
Nobody could understand this
death had been instantaneous, and
the doctor was not a man to stop his ears against thunder” (30).
Furthermore, the Narrator was staying at the home of Rachel and
Richard, and he notes that “Crossley had described them most
accurately” (30), but Rachel and Richard profess to having seen
Crossley only as a magician in a stage show at the asylum. The
Narrator ends on an uncertain
neither believing nor disbelieving.
He may be understood as the Reader, who once having suspended
disbelief becomes a partner to the storyteller in the creation of an
imagined world.
It is Crossley who enunciates the rationale behind the storyteller’s
dilemma. He describes himself as “of middle age, and tall; his hair
grey; his face never still for a moment; his eyes large and bright,
sometimes yellow, sometimes brown, sometimes grey; his voice
changed its tone and accent with the subject; his hands were brown and
hairy at the back, his nails well cared for” (18). Throughout his tale,
Crossley himself changes just as his eyes change and his voice and
accent change; he is at once thoughtful and careless, a powerful
magician and a deluded madman. He never seems
of what is real
and what is not real. Indeed, he insists that his tale
even
he changes its elements to suit himself. He declares:
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My story is true....every word of it. Or, when I say that
my story is “true,” I mean at least that I am telling it in a
new way. It is always the same story, but I sometimes
vary the climax and even recast the characters. Variation
keeps it fresh and therefore true. If I were always to use the
same formula, it would soon drag and become false. I am
interested in keeping it alive, and it is a good story, every
word of it. I know the people in it personally. (12)

As the Storyteller, Crossley has all the supernatural power of a true
magician. He reserves for himself the right to reshape reality to suit
his purposes. On the other hand, he insists that however he changes
his tale, it is no less true. This is the dilemma: Can a story that
derives from the imagination of
storyteller also be objectively true?
As the tale’s protagonist, Richard is trapped in the working out of
the Storyteller’s dilemma. Reality and unreality shift so rapidly around
him that he often
part of a dream, a nightmare world in which he
is more of a victim than an
Graves himself says that “Richard in
the story is a surrogate for myself: I was living on the neurasthenic
verge of nightmare.”2 In her 1979 book Robert Graves, Katherine
Snipes notes that “Graves says that he was Richard in the story; to say
that is to say that he was Charles [Crossley] as well, for Crossley
both.”3 She points out that during the thunderstorm at the end of “The
Shout,” Crossley declares himself to be Richard and the thunder to have
the qualities of Crossley’s magical shout. In
biography of Graves,
Martin Seymour-Smith notes that Graves “has said that the victim
figure of the
Richard, was a ‘surrogate for myself.’ But in fact all
the five main male characters—a learned madman called Crossley, a
psychiatrist, Richard...and the magician Charles, as well as the
narrator—are ‘sub-personalities’ of the author.”4 Which of these views
is correct? They all are. Richard’s world is nightmarish, and he may at
once be the tale’s victim and the Storyteller trapped by his own
imagination. Although distinguishing the Crossley of the framing
narrative as separate from the Charles Crossley of Crossley’s own
narrative may be too much of an exaggeration of the different roles of
“The Shout’s” characters, Seymour-Smith may be right that the male
characters are all fragments of Graves himself, because “The Shout” is
about the act of storytelling and Graves is ultimately the master
magician of the story, although this
not account for the significant
role that Richard’s wife Rachel plays.
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If Crossley is symbolic of the storyteller, then Rachel as well as
Richard may be a fragment of him. Rachel Inspiration; she both
commands and obeys. When Crossley says to her, “At ten o’clock,
Rachel, you and I sleep together,” Rachel responds submissively:
“Why, of course, my dear.” Then she slaps Richard “with all her
strength” (26). Later, she denies all this had happened and tells Richard
that “it was part of his dream” (28). The image of woman as
inspiration or creative muse is common in Graves’s writings; Rachel
embodies the frustrations inspiration presents for the storyteller.
Sometimes she gives on command, sometimes she refuses, and other
times she commands the storyteller.
Although Rachel is given a detailed physical description by
Crossley, Richard is simply described as “a musician, not a strong man
but a lucky one”
This may be explained by Richard’s remark in
the framing narrative that during the magic show given by Crossley,
which Richard and Rachel attended because they were friends of the
asylum’s chief medical officer, Crossley “looked at
all the
time” (30). The descriptions of Rachel and Richard may merely reflect
the degree of interest Crossley had in members of his audience during
the “conjuring show” (30). On the other hand, Crossley’s having seen
them in the audience does not explain how he knew the names of
Rachel and Richard and the details of their situation in life. It is as
though Rachel and Crossley have rich physical lives, with Crossley
having the power to change his looks with the changing moment, but
Richard has only an abstract
He is a self-controlled intellect who
tries to make rational sense out of irrational events.
His narrative begins with a dream. He tells Rachel that in his
dream, “I was having a conversation...with a person (or persons,
because he changed his appearance so often) of great intelligence, and I
can clearly remember
argument. Yet this the first time I have
ever been able to remember any argument that came to me in sleep”
He tells his wife that he and this person walked on the local sand
hills and debated about the “whereabouts of the soul” (13). Rachel, too,
had a dream that resembled his. She walked in the sand hills and saw
her husband and another man. This man chased her; she lost a shoe
buckle that he retrieved. Later, in what passes for objective reality in
Crossley’s narrative, Charles Crossley sits beside Richard outside the
local church. He matches Rachel’s description of him and to Richard’s
distress declares that he disagrees with the idea that “the soul is
continually resident in the body” (15). Later, he reveals that he has
Rachel’s buckle. The tale may be no more than a continuation of
Richard’s dream. None of it may have objective reality. Richard’s
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efforts to make sense out of the events may be misdirected; instead of
trying to understand the physical nature of his experiences, he would do
better to try to understand the spiritual nature of the events.
Dreaming as representation of imagination is certainly not an
unusual literary device, and in “The Shout,” Graves uses dreaming to
unify the story’s disparate narrative strands. Richard’s initial dream is a
prophecy, followed by its fulfillment in the present of Charles. If all
the events are part of his dream, then Richard is the victim of his own
imagination: It controls him. Again, this is a common view of a
storyteller’s experience, that the imagination sometimes takes over and
controls the act of storytelling. If one recalls that Richard’s experiences
are related by Crossley,
this idea enriched. As the Storyteller,
Crossley ruthlessly reshapes Richard’s world; his imagination functions
as Richard’s dream. In addition, Crossley places himself in his
tale, thus giving his portrait of the power of imagination a literal as
well as figurative dimension. As the mysterious stranger, Charles
over Richard’s life and subverts Richard’s marriage. “Rachel seemed
fascinated by the man” (26). Charles declares, “At ten o’clock, Rachel,
and I sleep
”:
Richard thought Charles must have gone suddenly mad.
But Rachel answered quietly: “Why, of course, my dear.”
then she turned viciously to Richard: “And you run away,
little man!” she said, and slapped his cheek with all her
strength.
Richard stood puzzled, nursing his cheek. Since he could
not believe that Rachel and Charles had both gone mad
together, he must be mad himself. (26)

This conclusion by Richard is the inevitable result of confusing the
imagination with objective reality.
A man of analytical temperament, Richard tries to make sense
out of the mad attraction Rachel and Crossley have for each other. The
relationship between the three shifts from the mundane to the
impossible and back again. The destructive powers of the storyteller
frighten Richard, yet as a rational
he denies that Crossley can have
such powers. Terrified by Crossley, bewildered by his wife’s
capriciousness, Richard concludes that the irrational events he witnesses
are products of his own imagination and that he is therefore mad.
Unwilling to acknowledge the existence of his irrational self, he
becomes self-destructive and tries to kill himself by smashing the stone
that is his soul. Instead, he mistakenly smashes that of Crossley,
fragmenting it into four parts, shattering the storyteller’s magic
for
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his power to destroy. As the representative of rationality, Richard is
mistaken in nearly all of his conclusions. Truth, in “The Shout” is
extrarational.
“The
” is dreamlike because it wanders in and out of everyday
reality and even changes events the way a dream might. For instance,
Crossley’s powers seem frightening when he commands Rachel to
with him, yet later she says she heard no such command. Both Rachel
and Richard first meet Crossley in their dreams, and the whole story
may be an extension of their dreams. For instance, early on, Rachel
remarks that “when I am asleep I become, perhaps, a stone with all the
natural appetites and convictions of a stone” (13). Later, “Richard went
again to the sand hills, to the heap of stones, and identified the souls of
the doctor and the rector” (25). This may be no more than a fantasy
evolved out of Rachel’s account of her dream, or it could be as real
Crossley says it is.
When Rachel denies to Richard ever having agreed to sleep with
Charles and denies slapping Richard, she represents more than the
ambiguous nature of the dream world of imagination, she represents the
truth. “She had not fallen in love with Charles, she said; she was only
teasing Richard and she had never said anything or heard Charles say
anything in the least like what [Richard] told her; it was part of his
dream. She loved him always and only him, for all his faults; which
she went through—his stinginess, his talkativeness, his untidiness”
(28). Rachel inspires both Charles and Richard to desperate acts;
Charles threatens to use his magical “shout” to kill Richard; Richard
seeks to destroy his own soul rather than endure the loss of his wife.
As Inspiration, she dominates both men; she is an absolute.
Rachel is an early example of Graves’s archetypal “white goddess.”
What Richard mistakes for changes in faith are but aspects of her
nature. She is inevitably part of the storyteller’s art, but she gives by
love alone. When she tells Richard that he must have dreamed of her
infidelity, she tells the truth. The entire tale has been one of the
imagination, and the seeming changes in objective reality have actually
been internal
it is within the imagination that the storyteller must
work.
Therefore, truth in “The Shout” is multidimensional. There are
external truths and internal ones. The cricket match, the changing
weather, the village of Lampton,
sand hills, and the stones all may
have a tangibly physical relaity and may be understood in purely
hardheaded rational terms. For
the stones have
and color
and may be picked up and tossed. On the other hand, the storyteller’s
imagination may internalize physical reality, reshaping it so that it is
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no longer purely rational but instead may have varying degrees of
extrarational truth. One level of truth, as shaped by the imagination, is
metaphorical. For example, Rachel says that she thinks of herself as a
stone when she is asleep. When Richard picks up a stone, for a
moment he thinks he is a shoemaker. “He threw the stone from him; it
struck another and bounced off" (22). Later, a cobbler in town tells him
that he had suffered a bit of a turn: “It was as if someone handled me
raw, without my skin. It was as if someone seized my very soul and
juggled with it, as you might juggle a stone, and hurled me away” (25).
Then Richard “went again to the sand hills, to the heap of stones, and
identified the souls of the doctor and rector—the doctor’s because it was
shaped like a whiskey bottle and the rector’s because it was as black as
original sin”
Finally, intent on murder, Richard again visits the
sand hills and seeks out Charles Crossley’s stone, to smash it. “By
chance he came upon Rachel’s soul and recognized it (a slim green
stone with glints of quartz in it)...Against it lay another stone, an ugly
misshapen flint of a mottled brown. He swore: ‘I’ll destroy this. It
must be the soul of Charles’” (26-27). However, “Richard had
scruples.” Rather than kill Charles, he chooses to kill himself by
smashing the stone he thinks is his, one of “smooth grey granite, about
the size of a cricket ball”
Richard
discovers that when the
police come to arrest Charles for murder, Charles is about to shout
when “he claps his hands to his side and again to his heart, and his face
goes smooth and dead again” (28). Crossley tells the Narrator that “my
sould lies broken in pieces, my powers are gone. Only one thing
remains to me...and that is my shout” (29).
One of the storyteller’s powers is the ability to give substance to
abstract ideas. This Crossley does for souls. In the world of dreams,
souls may wander from the body much as a mind may wander into a
story. In “The Shout,” the souls are given substance apart from the
body; they are stones. When Richard disturbs the stone of the cobbler,
the power of the storyteller to reach inside a character and to make the
internal—in this case the soul—into the external through metaphor is
shown. This is a terrible power; it tears at the unfortunate cobbler.
The storyteller’s powers are two-sided; they may build and shape, and
they may destroy. When Richard smashes Crossley’s stone, the
ambivalent nature of the creative act is exemplified. The ability to
objectify the abstract through metaphor may enrich a
it may also
be used to attack ideas. In this case, the Storyteller falls victim to his
own powers. His ability to render ideas concrete for others enables
them not only to understand those ideas but to manipulate them.
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The Storyteller’s great power is represented by Crossley’s terrible
shout: “Charles leaned forward oddly, his chin thrust
his teeth
bared, and never before had Richard seen such a look of fear on a man’s
face....Charles’ face, that was usually soft and changing, uncertain a
cloud, now hardened to a rough stone
dead white at first, and then
flushing outwards from the cheek bones red and redder, and at last as
black, as if he were about to choke. His mouth then slowly opened to
the full” (21-22). Like the weather, Crossley is changeable; like a
“cloud” he may become a thunderstorm. Crossley has great creative
powers; he constantly reshapes reality into new forms, with new
meanings. But his creative gift may be frightfully destructive—Richard
sees fear on Crossley’s face before
shout.
The shout is a negation of the story, and thus the storyteller. Even
while it asserts the power of the storyteller, it denies the story. This
duality is irrational but true. The storyteller may cross out any
character,
event, and any world in his fiction. This a truth, just
as is the metaphorical ability to transform objective reality into a
representation of internal reality. Richard, the rational aspect of the
mind, rebels against the illogic of any single object having multiple
realities. In his narrative strand, he triumphs by breaking the
Storyteller’s metaphor; he shatters the stone that is also a soul.
Charles Crossley’s narrative strand, the triumph of the rational mind
a true event, but not a conclusive one. Richard has adulterated the
imagination with self-doubt, but in spite of his claim that he has lost
all magical powers save the destructive one, throughout his narrative
Crossley
and reshapes the story of the conflict between rational
thought and irrational imagination in their quest for truth. He seems
afraid of the self-destructive aspect of reaching inside oneself to bring
forth a story, even saying of himself, “Oh dear God...he’ll shout at me
again, Crossley will. He’ll freeze my marrow” (29). The frame
Narrator well
role as Reader. His external world ordinary:
The shout is only thunder from a rainstorm; Richard and Rachel are
friends of his who had seen Crossley only once, as a stage magician;
and Crossley is but a lunatic. Even so, the Narrator shared Crossley’s
imagination for a time, as if in a dream, where magic mixes together
reality and madness. The Narrator is no fool. He knows Crossley has
told him a fiction; Crossley began by confessing as much. Yet, the
tale of the “devil” who could shout people to death is also true,
Crossley insisted. The short story resolves itself with multiple truths:
The rational mind gives order to the excesses of the imagination; the
imagination may
like madness when analyzed, but it gives fiction
the power to captivate readers; and by suspending their disbelief, readers
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may share in the Storyteller’s imagination, and on returning to their
external world, find it enriched—a little more magical than it was
before.
NOTES

1 Robert Graves, “The Shout,” in The Shout and Other Stories
New York, 1979), pp. 11-30. All future references to this book
will be placed in parentheses in the text.
2Robert Graves, Occupation: Writer. (New York, 1950), p.
vi; Katherine Snipes, Robert Graves (New York,
p. 45.

3

Snipes,

46.

Robert Graves: His Life and Work (New York, 1983), p.
117.
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